ABSTRACT. We prove the radial symmetry of the eigenfunction corresponding to the first eigenvalue of the equation: div(|Vu|p_2Vu) + A|u|p_2u = 0, when fî is a ball in Rn and 1 < p < oo.
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ABSTRACT. We prove the radial symmetry of the eigenfunction corresponding to the first eigenvalue of the equation: div(|Vu|p_2Vu) + A|u|p_2u = 0, when fî is a ball in Rn and 1 < p < oo.
Introduction. Let fi be a bounded domain in Rn, n > 2. Consider the problem ApU + A|u|p_2u = 0 inQ, u G W0hp(Q), u^O, XGR, and 1< p < oo,
where Apu = div(|Vu|p-2Vu) is the p-Laplacian of u. We say that u is a solution of (1a) if there exists a X, and (1a) holds in the sense of distributions, i.e.
(l'A)
[ |Vu|p-2Vu • VV = A / |u|p-2uV> W-6 W01,p(n).
Jn Jn
Consider the following minimization problem (2) inf/(t>), v G W¿*(Sl), J(v) = 1, where I(v) = (1/p) /n \Vv\p and J(v) = (1/p) /n \v\*>-lv.
It can be shown [1, 2] that there exists a smallest Ai > 0 and ua, > 0 that solves (IaJ-In that case Ai is the infimum in (2) . Furthermore u is a solution (2) iff u solves (IaJ and satisfies J(u) = 1. In the case fi is a ball, the spherically decreasing rearrangements of positive solutions are also solutions. Furthermore if qb(r) is a radial solution then all other radial solutions are scalar multiples of <j>(r) [1] . The radial solution <p(r) can be chosen to be positive.
In [1] the question is raised as to whether or not a solution, corresponding to Ai in a ball, must be radially symmetric. In the following we prove that if u solves (IaJ in a ball, then u is radially symmetric (see Theorem 1). Our method is based TIL AK BH ATTACH ARYA Thus u G L°°(fi) and by the results in [7] , u G CX¿"(Q). Let 4>(r) > 0 be a radial solution of (IaJ and let / be such that (3) u = fob.
By Theorem 3 in [1] , <f> G Cx(Jï) and hence / G Cx(Vt).
Let vol(S) denote the volume of a region S in Rn and Ai(S) denote the infimum of (2) in S.
We now prove a few preliminary results that lead to the main theorem. We begin with PROPOSITION l. Let Oi and Q2 be balls of radius Ri and R2 centered at the origin with Ri < i?2-Then Ai(fi2) < Ai(fii).
PROOF. Let (¡>i be radial and minimize (2) in fii. We take 4>i > 0. Then I(4>i) = Ai(fii) and J(</>i) = 1.
Set (¡>(r) = c"/p0i(cr) where c = Ri/R2. Then (j>(R2) = 0, J((j>2) = 1, and I(<i>2) = cpAi(fii). But Ai(f22) is the infimum of (2) Let fis be the ball centered at the origin with vol(fis) = vol(fi+). By Theorem 2 in [1] (also see [6] ), Ai(fi+) > Ai(fis). Proposition 1 then implies Ai(fi) > Ai(fi+) > Ai(fis) > Ai(fi), a contradiction.
To prove that u never vanishes in fi, we use the strong maximum principle as stated in Proposition 3.2.2 in [8] .
Note. From now on we will take u > 0. It then follows from (3) that / > 0 in fi. For notational simplicity we write IMIp = IMIp.n, l<p<oo.
LEMMA 2. If u G W01,p(Q) solves (IaJ and <f>(r) > 0 is a radial solution of (IaJ, and if f is such that u = f<f>, then f G L°°(fi).
PROOF. Now / = u/<f> where 4>(r) is never zero. Let fii be the ball of radius Ri centered at the origin with 0 < i?i < R. Then sup/ < Hulloo/inf <t> <M< +00. Integrating, we obtain that qb(r) < c(R -r) in R/2 < r < R. In particular, it follows that (f>(r) < c(R -Rn) in Rn < r < Rn.
This implies that (6) 4>(r) < cR/n in Rn < r < Rn.
We first show that gn -* fp4> in Lp(fi) as n -> oo. We have The first term on the right side of the inequality can be made small by the absolute continuity of the integral. We estimate the second term as follows. Using (6), we obtain that qbp\Vhn\p < (cR/n)p(8n/R)p < M < +00 Vn = 2,3,4,....
Hence
/ qbp]Vhn\p< Mvol(Q\n").
•/n\n" Since vol(fi\fin) -^ 0 as n -* 00, we obtain that Vgn -* V(/p0) in Lp(fi). This completes the proof. Before proving Proposition 2, we prove the following Lemma.
LEMMA 5. Ift>0,a, and s are any real numbers, and if 1 < p < 00, then It is easy to see that F'(a) < 0 when -1 < a < 0, and F'(a) > 0 when a > 0. Noting that F(0) = 0, we obtain (10). It is clear that, in the case 1 + a > 0, equality in (10) holds, iff a = 0.
Case 2. If 1 + a < 0, then 1 + ap < 0 so (10) follows trivially, and strict inequality holds.
To prove the 'only if part of the last assertion of the lemma, we note that for equality in (8), we must have equality in (9). This implies that 3 = 0. If t ^ 0, then equality must hold in (10), which implies that a = 0.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2. If A = 0, the inequality in (7) Note added in proof. The author has been able to extend this method to prove that A¿ is simple for C2 domains. The details are worked out in his Ph.D. thesis supervised by A. Weitsman. He has also learned that S. Sakaguchi and A. Anane have obtained similar results.
